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About HKICS and ICSA 
 
The Hong Kong Institute of Chartered Secretaries 
 
The Hong Kong Institute of Chartered Secretaries (HKICS) is an independent 
professional body dedicated to the promotion of its members’ role in the formulation 
and effective implementation of good governance policies in Hong Kong and 
throughout China as well as the development of the profession of Chartered Secretary.  
 
HKICS was first established in 1949 as an association of Hong Kong members of the 
Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators (ICSA) of London. It became a 
branch of ICSA in 1990 before gaining local status in 1994. HKICS has more than 
5,500 members and 3,000 students (as of November 2011). 
 
HKICS issues two sets of post nominal to its Members who qualify locally: 
i.    One set on behalf of HKICS: FCS for Fellows and ACS for Associates, 
ii.  One set on behalf of the international body ICSA: FCIS for Fellows and ACIS for 

Associates. 
 
The Practitioner's Endorsement (PE) is entitled to members who undertake a minimum 
number of CPD hours (15 hours) to ensure that their specialist knowledge is up-to-
date, it is an added element of the Institute’s Enhanced Continuing Professional 
Development (ECPD) programme for those members in the corporate secretarial sector.  
For more information, please visit http://www.hkics.org.hk/ 
 
The ICSA 
 
The ICSA is the leading professional body for company secretaries and senior 
administrators across all sectors.  
 
Established by Royal Charter and with over 100 years’ experience, ICSA qualifies 
Chartered Secretaries through its Qualifying Schemes; provides its members and 
students with a range of support services; enforces a strict code of conduct with 
which all members are required to comply; promotes and supports best practice in all 
areas of corporate governance and provides a global voice on boardroom and 
regulatory issues. 
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Brand Synopsis 

 
Good governance is at the core of good business decisions 

 
Good governance is critical in all areas of every business, yet many businesses still 
find aspects of governance hard to grasp. As a result, key areas are often neglected 
through a lack of understanding, rather than a lack of relevance. 
 
Against this background, Chartered Secretaries play a major role as custodians of 
sound business ethics and practices. Chartered Secretaries bring experience, 
knowledge and integrity in their advice to the board thereby creating the environment 
for more enlightened decisions based on strong governance principles. 
 
To bring greater prominence to the work of Chartered Secretaries, The Hong Kong 
Institute of Chartered Secretaries (HKICS) has realigned its brand with a greater focus 
on the impact of their professional role in businesses. With a new tagline, ‘More than 
meets the eyes.’ HKICS draws attention to their often understated but crucial function 
in strategic decisions, as well as to the complexity of the issues within their sphere of 
responsibility as professionals at the heart of an organisation. 
 
HKICS is a professional body dedicated to further study and practice of secretaryship; 
being the effective governance of modern businesses and other organisations. HKICS 
assesses and qualifies candidates for the Chartered Secretary profession. It also 
upholds and advances the high standards of that profession by providing continuing 
education, ensuring its membership upholds the principles of the profession, and 
participating fully in developing the legal and regulatory framework that supports our 
business community. 
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Foreword 
 
It has always been my pleasure to write this foreword for the Institute’s Corporate 
Governance Paper Competition. The topic for this year is “Best Practice versus 
Practicality” which examines the feasibility in implementing the best practices in the 
real business world. 
 
With tightened regulatory yardstick, the expectation of stakeholders on corporate 
compliance is even higher.  However, it has always been debated as to whether these 
best practices are practicable – implementation and slogans could be very different. I 
am pleased to see the in-depth analysis by the participating teams.  I am also most 
delighted to note the high quality of papers submitted and presentations made.  This 
bears witness to the tremendous efforts exerted by the students.  
 
Finally, I wish to express my heartfelt gratitude to the reviewers, judges and panelists 
for their time and contribution to the competition; and appreciation to the Secretariat 
for their hardwork in organising such a successful event. 
 
Thank you all and congratulations to the achievement of the winning teams! 
 
 
Edith Shih FCIS FCS (PE) 
President 
The Hong Kong Institute of Chartered Secretaries 
December 2011 
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HKICS  

Corporate Governance Paper Competition 

 
The HKICS Corporate Governance Paper Competition has been organised since 2006 in 
order to raise the awareness of the importance of good governance among 
undergraduates of local universities.  Participants are required to submit a paper of 
not more than 5,000 words in English on the theme of the year’s competition  
 
Six teams with highest total scores were invited to present their papers to compete 
for the Best Presentation Award. 
 
 
Topics of previous year’s competition:  

2006: Corporate Governance Reform: Adding value? 

2007: Corporate Social Responsibility 

2008: Corporate Risk 

2009: Investor Relations 

2010: Disclosure & Transparency 

2011: Best Practice Vs Practicality 
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Champion  
 

Leung Wing Yan 
Wong Kwong Fat 

Lui Yiu Lim 
 

Hong Kong Baptist University 
                          
 

                               
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Edith Shih FCIS FCS (PE) presenting certificates to Wong Kwong Fat, Leung Wing Yan 
and Lui Yiu Lim (from left to right), the Champion of the Corporate Governance Paper 
Competition 2011. 
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Introduction 
 
After the bankruptcy of Enron and WorldCom, the collapse of Arthur Andersen and the 
financial crisis, people have started to pay more attention to the enormous influence 
of corporate governance to society, and there have been many suggestions for 
improving corporate governance. However, best practices don’t always work. The aims 
of our study are to examine the practicality of best practices, and to give advice to 
enhance their effectiveness. The paper is separated into three parts. The first part 
gives the introduction to key terms used in the paper, explaining the meaning of 
‘corporate governance’, ‘best practice’ and ‘practicality’. The second part offers some 
examples of failures in corporate governance, examining the limitations of best 
practice. In the final part we offer our recommendations to improve best practice.  
 
Part I – Introduction to the Key Terms 
 
What is Corporate Governance? 
 
Corporate governance involves a self-regulatory system which defines the 
relationships and corresponding responsibilities among shareholders, board members 
and managers. 1  It also provides guidance for the core group to discharge their 
responsibilities. Governance is much more than a series of practices. It involves the 
management philosophy that shapes a company’s culture.2 
 
The primary objective of corporate governance is “enhancement of shareholder 
value, while protecting the interests of other stakeholders”.3 That is, it aims to resolve 
the conflicts of interest among the stakeholders. Therefore, corporate governance 
practices help to reduce the agency problem between the managers (agents) and the 
shareholders (principals) by linking the interests of the two parties or through high 
standards of transparency and supervision.4 Besides, the system helps to defend other 
stakeholders’ interests, including those of customers, employees, suppliers, creditors, 
and the community. The system aims to guard stakeholders’ interests because it is the 
only way to help the corporation achieve long-term success. 5  
 
To achieve the above objective, a company’s corporate governance practices should 
cover the following: 
 

� The structure of the board of directors 
� The responsibilities of the board of directors and the management 
� The rights of the shareholders 

                                                
1 www.oecd.org/ 
2 www.harman.com/ZH-CN/Pages/Home.aspx 
3  Kumar Mangalam Birla, Report of the Kumar Mangalam Birla Committee on 
Corporate Governance, 2000, p.7 
4 Bhuiyan, Md. Hamid Ullah and Biswas, Pallab Kumar, Agency Problem and the Role of 
Corporate Governance, August 23, 2008, p.10-15 
5 Lutgart Van den Berghe and Liesbeth De Ridder, International Standardisation of 
Good Corporate Governance, 1999, P.22-23 
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� Transparency and disclosure 
� Compensation structure of the board of directors and management 
� Risk management 
� Ethical management 
� Internal audit 

 
Why is Corporate Governance Important? 
 
Corporate governance is important for both society and the individual corporation. For 
the individual corporation, the corporate governance helps the board to perform its 
duties and to improve a company’s performance, which will enhance shareholder 
value in the long run.6 Moreover, corporate governance helps to prevent corporate 
scandals, fraud, and potential civil and criminal liability of the organisation, which 
enhances the organisation’s reputation.7 Besides, a good corporate governance system 
contributes to a lower cost of capital because the investors are more willing to invest 
in a corporation with high standards of transparency. Furthermore, some evidence 
suggests that corporate governance has a significant influence on the share price of a 
corporation. A survey reveals that the investors are willing to pay a premium for the 
shares of companies with good corporate governance practices. Investors are willing 
to pay 22 per cent more in Latin America and Asia; about 13 per cent more in Western 
Europe and North America; 30 per cent more in Eastern Europe and Africa.8  

 
From society’s perspective, good corporate governance helps to stabilise our economy. 
From the Enron case, we can see that the failure of corporate governance can cause 
enormous damage to the economy. The sudden bankruptcy of Enron caused 4,500 
employees to lose their jobs; investors lost US60 billion within several days; and the 
audit firm Arthur Anderson lost its credibility and collapsed.9 Also, some reports state 
that the lack of corporate governance systems to regulate the risk management 
process in financial institutions was a significant contributory factor to the recent 
financial crisis.10 11Apart from its influence on the economy, corporate governance is 
also involved in other public matters because our lives are surrounded by business. For 
example, the recent scandal at News Corporation reveals that corporate governance is 
strongly related to journalists’ ethical standards, and a lack of good governance can 
hurt privacy rights.12 The scandal at Southwest Airlines in 2008, which involved safety 
violations, also reveals that if an airline company doesn’t have good corporate 
governance this could harm the public safety.13 

                                                
6 FRC, Combined Code, 2008, p.1 
7 Lipman, Frederick D, Corporate governance best practices: strategies for public, 
private, and not-for-profit organizations, John Wiley & Sons, Inc, New Jersey, 2006, 
p.3 
8 McKinsey & Company, Global Investor Opinion Survey, July 2002, p.5 
9 www.global-ethic-now.de 
10Grant Kirkpatrick, The Corporate Governance Lessons from the Financial Crisis, 2009, 
p.2 
11 R. C. Anderson, Risk Management and Corporate Governance, 2010, p.16 
12 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/News_International_phone_hacking_scandal 
13 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Southwest_Airlines 
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What is Best Practice? 
 
Best practice belongs to the field of management. Fredrick Taylor stated that “among 
the various methods and implements used in each element of each trade there is 
always one method and one implement which is quicker and better than any of the 
rest”.14 Thus, best practice can be defined as the best working method to be used.   

 
Best practice is used to improve a corporation’s governance standards in the modern 
society. It involves many aspects in a company’s operation, such as the structure of 
the board of directors and risk management. Best practice is put forward by corporate 
governance experts and regulatory institutions such as the Organisation for Economic 
Co-operation and Development (OECD), the Institute of Chartered Secretaries and 
Administrators (ICAS) and the Financial Reporting Council (FRC).  
 
What does Practicality in Corporate Governance Mean? 
 
The Cambridge dictionary defines practicality as “quality of being suitable for a 
particular occasion or use 15 ”. In corporate governance, practicality refers to the 
workability of policies and the code of conduct within a company to achieve the goal 
of corporate governance, which clearly should maintain the short-term and long-term 
interest of the shareholders. More importantly, companies have to be responsible for 
the interests of all stakeholders and society.  
 
Best practice does not necessarily mean practicality. The practicality of best practice 
can be compromised by different reasons. The second part of this paper analyses the 
causes of failing corporate governance. 
 
Part II – The Causes for Corporate Governance Failures 
 
Reason 1: Evil People Do Not Follow the Rules 
 
The following are those famous corporate scandals, and we can find something in 
common in these different cases. 
 
� Enron Accounting Fraud 
 
In 2002, Enron lied about its profits and stood accused of a range of shady dealings, 
including concealing debts so they didn't show up in the company's accounts.16 
Enron’s audit firm, Arthur Andersen, signed off on faulty financial statements which 
overstated Enron’s profits.17 
 
 
 

                                                
14 Sonali Singh, Internal Audit-Best Practices, p.1, retrieved 18 August 2011 
15 http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/british/practicality_1?q=Practicality+ 
16 http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/business/1780075.stm 
17 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_Andersen#Enron_scandal 
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� WorldCom Accounting Scandal 
 
On 25 June 2002, WorldCom, the US’s second largest long-distance 
telecommunications company, announced that it had overstated earnings in 2001 and 
the first quarter of 2002 by more than US$3.8 billion.18  
 
� Tyco International 
 
In 2002, former chairman and chief executive Dennis Kozlowski and former chief 
financial officer Mark H. Swartz were accused of the theft of more than US$150 
million from the company. During their trial in March 2004, they contended the board 
of directors had authorised the payments as compensation.19 
 
In these cases, we can see that the corporate scandals occurred because the people 
involved were greedy and immoral. All of them violated corporate governance 
practices, and even the law, just because they wanted to enhance their self interest. 
Therefore, we can conclude that the immorality of people can always hurt the 
practicality aspect of best practices.  
 
Selfishness is the greatest curse of the human race. 
------Gladstone, "Speech at Hawarden" 
 
Reason2: Best Practice Has Loopholes 
 
Every system has its loopholes, and taking advantage of loopholes can damage 
corporate governance. The following are some examples. 
 
Option compensation 
 
Option compensation always used to be part of the best practice in the compensation 
structure of the management team. However, we have discovered some problems with 
this policy. 
 
Like a cash bonus, option compensation gives the firms flexibility to grant a bonus or 
compensation to a manager. Some of the reasons given for using options are these: 
 
� Options make executives share the same interests as the stockholders. By aligning 

these interests, executives are more likely to make decisions for the benefit of the 
stockholders.20 

� Options are a tax-efficient way to pay employees. Under current tax law, if an 
executive is given options to purchase company stock and the options are at the 
money, they are not considered part of the employee’s taxable income. The options 

                                                
18 http://fpc.state.gov/documents/organization/13384.pdf 
19 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tyco_International#Corporate_scandal_of_2002 
20 Stephen A. Ross, Randolph W. Westerfield, Jeffrey Jaffe Corporate finance Ninth 
Edition, 2009, p.720 
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are taxed only when and if they are eventually exercised.21 
� Firms with a cash flow shortfall or poor access to capital markets also use options 

more frequently (Core, et al. 2001).22 
 
From the firm’s perspective, an employee stock option 23  saves the agency cost 
between the firm and employees. 
 
Stock options may not be practical 
 
Consider the nature of the call option. It would become worthless if the stock price 
never went beyond the strike price (out of the money). Charlie Munger, vice-chairman 
of Berkshire Hathaway and chairman of Wesco Financial and the Daily Journal 
Corporation, has criticised stock options for company management for the following 
reasons: 
 
"[A] stock option plan is capricious, as employees awarded options in a particular year 
would ultimately receive too much or too little compensation for reasons unrelated to 
employee performance. Such variations could cause undesirable effects, as employees 
receive different results for options awarded in different years."24  
 
In an economic downturn, most option compensation would not be compensation 
except for at some negative-beta firms.  
 
And more importantly, corporate governance is not all about reducing agency costs; it 
is also about integrity and ethical behaviour25. 
 
Case: Backdating Option Scandal at Apple Inc. 
 
In the past decade, Apple Inc. issued backdating options to its executives and board of 
directors. Options backdating consists of granting an option that is dated prior to the 
date the option is actually granted. It allows the grantee to receive options that are 
already in the money, which allows him or her to glean a much higher profit. Options 
backdating is not illegal per se; it becomes illegal when it is improperly expensed in 
the company’s financial records or it is not properly disclosed to the SEC and 
investors.26  
 
Firstly, as the backdated options were not disclosed in the financial statements, the 
company’s income was overstated and this misled investors. Secondly, the earlier the 
date of exercise, the sooner the 12-month period will be reached for the favourable 
15 per cent long-term capital gains rate.27 The option owner is now in a lower tax 

                                                
21 ibid 
22 Salomon Smith Barney, Best Practices in Corporate Governance, 2002, p.12  
23 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Employee_stock_option#Overview 
24 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Employee_stock_option#cite_note-4 
25 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corporate_governance 
26 www.fundamentalfinance.com 
27 www.taxprophet.com 
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bracket, making this tax evasion from the accounting perspective. 
 
“More seriously, director of corporations often form a tight-knit community, serving at 
more than one company and creating what are known as interlocking boards of 
directors. As a result of this chumminess, corporate practices that otherwise might 
remain confined to just a few companies can spread quickly”28.  
 
It means that, if there is only one director who approves issuing backdated options, 
more than one company may be associated with the backdated option issue. The 
interlocking boards of directors could be a huge problem, since this would cause 
hidden agendas or conflict of interests among directors. 
 
In this case, backdating options is practical in incentivising directors and executives. 
However, it sacrifices investors and government tax revenues. Without fulfilling the 
SEC’s requirements, it would never be considered practical. 
 
Suppose the board of directors’ system is well developed, but the board does not 
exercise its right appropriately; it then amounts to a paper tiger. 
 
Risk Management in the Financial Crisis 
 
The financial crisis started because financial institutions took high levels of risk. In the 
period from 2004 to 2006, when the US housing bubble was reaching its peak, many 
banks in the US were engaged in subprime mortgages (providing loans to people who 
had difficulty repaying the money).29 This kind of loan normally has a high default risk 
but also generates high interest revenue. However, as housing prices in US were 
increasing rapidly, most of the banks underestimated the probability of default. They 
also invented financial products called collateralised debt obligations (CDO) and credit 
default swap (CDS) which were backed by the subprime mortgages, and then sold 
them on the financial market. After the burst of US housing bubble, the default rate 
on subprime mortgages started to increase, and this caused huge losses to financial 
institutions.  
 
However, every financial institution in US has its own risk management policy and 
procedures, so why did the financial crisis occur? This question raises a number of 
issues. 
 
Firstly, we need to consider the abilities of the board of directors of the financial 
institutions. In the financial crisis, the board of directors did not play a significant role 
in stopping banks taking on a high level of risk because they didn’t know enough 
about the financial products involved. For example, directors of Lehman Brothers were 
from auction firms, the media industry, NGOs and the IT industry 30 , and their 
backgrounds were not related to the financial field. Therefore, they were criticised for 
not having enough knowledge of the operations of financial institution. This is also a 

                                                
28 http://query.nytimes.com 
29 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subprime_mortgage 
30 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lehman_Brothers#Board_of_directors 
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best practice loophole. Corporate governance experts always emphasise the need for 
directors to be independent; in the case of Lehman Brothers, most of the directors 
were independent, but they did have not enough knowledge of financial products and 
the finance industry. 
 
Secondly, we should turn to the responsibilities of the board of directors. The main 
responsibility of the board is to monitor the performance of the management team, 
but not to monitor the day-to-day operations of the banks. Therefore, most of the 
directors neglected to discuss risk management policies and processes at the financial 
institutions. As a result, the directors may not have realised that the companies were 
taking high risks, or they may not have realised that the corporations were using 
inappropriate or outdated techniques to manage their risks. 
 
Thirdly, the corporate culture of financial institutions encourages staff to take risks. 
Financial institutions normally link staff compensation with financial performance, in 
order to link staffs’ interests with the company’s interests. Before the financial crisis, 
financial institutions provided investment bonuses to its salespersons to induce them 
to take risks. The investment bonuses had no upper limit, and there were no penalties 
for investment losses.31 Therefore, this created a corporate culture of taking high risk. 
As a result, the management team and the board of directors failed to manage the 
risk.  
 
To What Extent Should Corporate Governance Not Be Viewed as Impractical? 
 
There following are some comments about the practicality of best practice:  
 
“Corporate Governance is there to enable boards to discharge their duties as best they 
can in the light of prevailing conditions, but if the conditions are not favorable, and 
then the board should not be held accountable because events were outside their 
control.” 32  
 
“…such as the collapse of Marconi in 2001 in the UK, leading commentators argued 
that this should not be seen as a failure of Corporate Governance since the failure 
was principally due to a misguided strategy, rather than a collective board failure.”33   
 
To be fair, the board should not be accountability for factors which are totally 
uncontrollable; and failure should not be always seen as the fault of corporate 
governance. For example, if there is an accident on the MTR, it may not be viewed as 
a failure of corporate governance if the MTR has taken reasonable steps to maintain 
its safety standards.  
 
 
 

                                                
31 Grant Kirkpatrick, The Corporate Governance Lessons from the Financial Crisis, 2009, 
p.14-15 
32 R. C. Anderson, Risk Management and Corporate Governance, 2010, p. 6 
33 lbid, p.5 
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Conclusion on the Issue of Practicality 
 
If a man be without the virtues proper to humanity, what has he to do with the rites of 

propriety? (
�����

“ ���	��
��������� ”) 
------Confucius, “Confucian Analects” 
 
What is corporate governance? It is first about ethics. Every system inherently has its 
own loopholes; a high moral standard is therefore needed for everyone in the 
corporation. Confucius stated the importance of a code of ethics; every corporation 
should establish lessons or courses to equip its employees and managers with a higher 
moral standard. We should expect the guidelines and rules to be respected. When the 
corporate governance of a firm reaches this stage, it achieves real practicality. 
 
Part III- Recommendations/ Ways to Better Manage Corporate Governance 
 
As we have mentioned, the main cause of corporate scandals is immorality of people 
and the loopholes in the system. Therefore, to enhance the practicality of best 
practice, we should build up an ethical corporate culture and construct a supervisory 
system to reduce improper behaviour in the corporation. The following practices are 
our recommendations:  
 
Ethical Management  
 
Establish a Code of Conduct and a Code of Ethics 

 
A code of conduct is helpful in maintaining the standard of conduct and behaviour 
throughout an organisation. It should address proper working behaviour and attitudes, 
such as fairness and integrity, and highlight the nature and impact of improper acts in 
order to discourage illegal behaviour.  
 
Resolving dilemmas is one of the key functions of corporate governance. Ethics can 
help us cope with dilemmas. It helps distinguish between actions which are not 
immoral and both of which are ‘right’, but each of which may have different 
outcomes. 34 As the corporate culture of an organisation affects staff at every level, a 
code of ethics should be established to guide employees to help them deal with 
different dilemmas and situations while avoiding conflict of interests.  
 
To establish codes of conduct and ethics, organisations can utilize sundry means 
including the intranet, notice boards, company newsletters and regular emails. 
 
Build a Compliance Unit 
 
A compliance unit is the internal function which aims to oversee all employees’ 
behaviour and to make sure their behaviour complies with the law and the code of 

                                                
34  Adrian Davies, Best practice in corporate governance: building reputation and 
sustainable success, Gower, England, 2006, p.14 
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conduct. Therefore, it is a supervisory system to enhance the effectiveness of the code 
of conduct.  
 
We recommend each corporation should build up a compliance department, and 
should appoint one of the employees in each department to be the compliance officer. 
The compliance officers do not need to be full-time inspectors, but their responsibility 
should be congruent with their own job duties.  
 
The compliance officers should meet regularly to share their information and discuss 
ethical issues in their corporation. The compliance department should then generate a 
report for the board of directors, providing them with information about the ethical 
standard of employees and giving suggestions to the board of directors. The head of 
compliance department should be able to contact the chairman of board of directors 
personally, and should report to the board immediately if there are some emerging 
issues or serious incidents. 
 
Whistle Blowing Policy 
 
Each corporation should build effective communication channels for reporting 
improper activities. We recommend that corporations add a whistle-blowing function 
to their intranets. The personal information of whistle blowers should be confidential, 
or they may be anonymous, in order to protect them. The compliance department 
should investigate any incidents reported in a timely manner, and report the results of 
their investigation results to the board of directors if the incident is serious or if it 
involves senior managers. To prevent compliance officers protecting senior managers, 
the board of directors should have the authority to process the report from the 
whistle blowers.  
 
Remuneration structure 
 
Providing Incentives for Creating an Ethical Corporate Culture 
 
A remuneration system is strongly related to a company’s culture because it defines 
what kinds of behaviour are appreciated and rewarded by management and provides 
incentives to the employees to behave in this way. Therefore, the compensation policy 
can be used as a tool to build up an ethical culture.  
 
We recommend that the remuneration structure of the management and board of 
directors should not focus on financial performance only, but should also reward the 
creating of an ethical corporate culture. An evaluation of the corporate culture should 
be conducted annually to decide the compensation for the management team and the 
board of directors. 35 The evaluation can be conducted by distributing questionnaires 
to the employees, observing employees’ behaviour and assessing the number of 
incidents involving improper behaviour.  
 

                                                
35 Frederick D. Lipman and L. Keith Lipman, Corporate Governance Best Practices, 2006, 
p.75 
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As well as considering the remuneration structure of top level managers, the 
remuneration of low-level employees is also important. If the compensation policy of 
salespersons at financial institution induces them to take on high risk, another 
financial crisis will happen. 36 Therefore, to create an ethical culture, the corporation 
should provide basic security for its salespersons and not penalise employees with bad 
financial performance, but punish those making sales in an improper manner. 
 
The compensation for internal auditors and compliance officers should not be related 
to the company’s financial performance in order to keep them independent. 
 
Transparency of the Remuneration Policy  
 
The remuneration structure of the management team and the board of directors 
should be transparent, because the shareholders have the right to know how their 
money is spent. If the senior managers need to spend a substantial amount of money 
for their private use, such as redecorating their offices or buying a new car, this 
should be disclosed to the board of directors and the shareholders 
 
Internal Audit 
 
Recognize the Roles of Internal Auditors 
 
Many companies refuse to establish internal auditing procedures because of the 
expense. However, corporate scandals and fraud can be even more costly. Internal 
auditing can help avoid scandals. Thus, organisations should not neglect the function 
of internal audit and the role of internal auditors. 
 
According to the Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA), “Internal auditing is an 
independent, objective assurance and consulting activity designed to add value and 
improve an organization's operations.” 37 Internal auditors should assure the board and 
the audit committee that risks are controlled and mitigated; they should also give 
advice and recommendations when they see limitations of policies. Therefore, 
organisations should recognize the vital role of internal auditors in providing 
operational audits, assessing organisational risks and monitoring management.  
 
Design a Right Internal Audit Methodology 
 
According to the Canada Office of the Auditor General, an effective internal audit 
function is a fundamental component of good governance. 38 Organisations ought to 
design a correct internal audit methodology to ensure the internal audit functions 
well. The internal audit methodology should consist of risk assessment, control 
evaluation and reporting, the three key components included in the methodology 
prescribed by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations. 

                                                
36 Grant Kirkpatrick, The Corporate Governance Lessons from the Financial Crisis, 2009, 
p.14-15 
37 www.theiia.org 
38 Sonali Singh, ‘Internal Audit-Best Practices’, p.2, retrieved 18 August 2011 
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Independence of Internal Auditors 
 
The internal audit function ought to be independent of management and the audit 
committee should be responsible for monitoring and reviewing the activities and 
functions of internal audit. The IIA has suggested that the audit committee charter 
include provisions requiring the audit committee chairman to endorse the hiring or 
termination of the chief audit executive. 39  Thus, committee members should be 
actively involved in selecting, firing, reviewing the compensation and evaluating the 
performance of internal auditors. The audit committee also plays a significant role in 
approving the budget and staffing of internal audit function and meeting with the 
head of internal audit without the presence of management to make decisions on 
matters of internal audit’s staffing and funding.  
 
Timely Audit Reports 
 
The roles of internal audit include spotting problems as well as recommending 
remedial actions and improvements. Timely audit reports thus are very important. Any 
delay in the issue of audit reports affects the effectiveness of internal audit. Therefore, 
an audit report should be submitted once the audit is finished.  
 
Speedy Follow-up Actions  
 
Timely follow-up to reports is vital, particularly the speedy implementation of 
remedial actions recommended in highly critical reports.  Best practice calls for units 
that receive highly critical reports or significantly delayed implementation of 
recommendations of audit to report the reasons for the problems and proposed 
corrective actions.40 It is suggested a report for follow-up action ought to be handed 
in so as to report and ensure timely follow-up actions as recommended are conducted.  
 
Establish a Working Relationship with External Auditors 
 
The internal audit and external audit functions should operate independently; 
meanwhile, the two groups should establish a working relationship to ensure the 
scope of each group is well defined, complementary and not overlapping.41 There 
should be regular open communications between the two parties to discuss important 
issues. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
39 Bailey, James A, ‘Best Practices for Internal Auditor Independence’, Internal Auditing 
22.2, March/April 2007, p.35 
40 Watson, Mark, ‘Internal audit: Five best practices for oversight’, Accountancy Ireland 
39(2), April 2007, p. 28 
41 Watson, Mark, ‘Internal audit: Five best practices for oversight’, Accountancy Ireland 
39(2), April 2007, p. 29  
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Board of Directors 
 
The Role of the Board of Directors 
 
As the representative of shareholders, the board of directors is independent from 
management and should monitor the performance of the organisation and protect the 
interests of shareholders.  
 
Therefore, to ensure the board can successfully perform its monitoring function, a 
majority of non-management, preferably independent, directors should sit on the 
board.42  The chairman of the board should be an independent director. A separate 
meeting of independent directors should be held once a year to discuss issues about 
management. 
 
The Nomination and Appointment Process for the Board of Directors 
 
In order to maintain the independence of the board of directors, new directors should 
be nominated by the nomination committee, which should consist of a majority of 
independent directors. The nomination committee should not nominate candidates 
based on their relationships, but should consider the candidates’ qualifications, ability 
and characteristics. To discharge one’s responsibilities as a director, one should know 
about the industry and have related qualifications, especially in sophisticated 
industries such as financial services. The candidates should be ethical and have no 
conflict of interests with shareholders.  
 
There is a trade-off between the extent of independence and the amount of 
knowledge about an industry, and these two factors should be balanced. We consider 
the latter factor be more important if there is a serious conflicts between the two 
factors, because a person who is equipped with a great deal of knowledge will be 
better able to prevent  a crisis. 
  
Information about the nominated candidates should be disclosed to the shareholders, 
especially if there are conflicts of interest between the candidates and the corporation.  
Then an election should be held in the annual general meeting as the final step of the 
appointment process.  
 
Information Sources for the Board of Directors 
 
To better perform their roles as inspectors, the board of directors should receive 
information from different sources rather than only from the management team. The 
audit committee should receive reports from the independent internal auditors in 
order to understand the real situation in the corporation. The board of directors 
should have the authority to communicate with the other senior managers and 
employees directly. If certain independent directors do not have a great deal of 
knowledge about the company and its industry, they should have the authority and 

                                                
42 Cliffe Dekker Attorneys, King Report on Corporate Governance for South Africa, 2002, 
p.1 
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resources to employ independent consultants, or the company should arrange training 
sessions for them. 
 
Review the Operation’s Policy and Corporate Governance Practices 
 
Given the quick development of our society, new issues crop up constantly. As a result, 
an old policy may not be useful in preventing and detecting problems in daily 
operations. Therefore, we recommend that the board of directors review the 
operation’s policies regularly. According to the nature of the corporation’s business, 
the directors should focus on relevant issues. For example, the risk management 
process is very important to financial institutions, while food safety is vital in the 
catering industry. But each board of directors should pay close attention to corporate 
governance issues as well.  
 
Evaluation of the Board’s Performance 
 
The performance of the whole board should be evaluated annually because feedback 
from board members provides a deep insight to the board’s operations. In addition, it 
helps the board find out and solve any problems with the board, and thus enhance its 
effectiveness. We also recommend that the performance of each of the individual 
directors should be also evaluated. The evaluation can reflect any shortcomings in the 
individual, and motivates directors to improve their performance. However, it should 
be conducted objectively, because it would be easy to harm the working relationships 
among the board members if someone thinks the evaluation is conducted in an unfair 
manner. Therefore, we suggest the corporation use a combination of the peer/self 
evaluation methods. This can help assesses the performance of an individual in an 
objective way and using a broader approach. 43 
 
The Re-election of Board Members 
 
To avoid collusion between the CEO and board members and to remove directors who 
contribute little to the company, each of the directors should be re-elected at least 
once every three years in the annual general meeting. The evaluation of the 
candidate’s performance in the past three years should be disclosed to the 
shareholders in order to help them vote rationally.  
 
Conclusion 
 
To sum up our research, we discover that failures of corporate governance are main 
caused by immorality. Therefore, companies should try to build up a system using best 
practices to regulate their operations. However, every system has its loopholes, and 
some systems may soon find themselves outdated in identifying and solving new 
issues. Therefore, the best way of improving corporate governance is to increase the 
peoples’ ethical standards and to build a new supervisory system which allows 
employees at different levels to monitor themselves.  

                                                
43 http://www.furrresources.com 
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1. Introduction 
 
The cry for better corporate governance amidst a slumping global economy has yet to 
be translated into practical corporate governance. As awareness of corporate 
governance rises, investors, shareholders and the government require sound 
governance from Hong Kong’s companies.  
 
This essay explores potential recommendations to put corporate governance into 
practice. First, it introduces the statutory and non-statutory bases for corporate 
governance. Second, it examines recent exemplary and infamous cases of corporate 
governance in Hong Kong. Last but not least, it suggests practical recommendations 
beyond the usual argument for company ethics or corporate values. 
 
 
2. Background 
 
2.1 Corporate Governance 
 
2.1.1 Definition 
Corporate governance is the system by which companies are directed and controlled.1 
It refers to the rules and incentives which maximise the profitability and long-term 
value of the firm for shareholders while taking into account the interests of other 
legitimate stakeholders.2  
 
2.1.2 Concept 
Corporate governance aims at tackling the classical principal-agent problem, defined 
as any potential conflict of interest between the ownership and management.3 Yet, 
with over half of Hong Kong’s companies (including listed companies) controlled by a 
single or family shareholder, 4  the context differs slightly. Since the controlling 
shareholders are also responsible for the management and operation of their 
companies, minority shareholders may be vulnerable to abuse. Protection of minority 
shareholders is thus one of the most important aspects of the Hong Kong corporate 
governance regime.   
 

                                                
1  A Cadbury, Report of the Committee on the Financial Aspects of Corporate 
Governance, Gee, London, 1992, p.14. 
2  A Stone, K Hurley & R S Khemani, ‘The Business Environment and Corporate 
Governance: Strengthening Incentives for Private Sector Performance’ in Background 
Paper for the World Bank’s 1998 Annual Meetings Program of Seminars, 1998.  
3 A Shleifer & R W Vishny, ‘A Survey of Corporate Governance’ in The Journal of 
Finance, Vol. 52, No. 2, June 1997, pp. 737-783. 
<ftp://ftp.cba.uri.edu/Classes/Tong/corpGov/Shleifer_Vishny_jf1997.pdf>  
4 Hong Kong Society of Accountants, ‘Second Report of the Corporate Governance 
Working Group,’ 1997.  
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2.1.3 Aspects 
According to the OECD Principles of Corporate Governance, there are five main 
aspects of corporate governance:5 

a. rights of shareholders and key ownership functions, 
b. equitable treatment of shareholders, 
c. role of stakeholders, 
d. disclosure and transparency of company management; and 
e. responsibility of the board.  

 
2.1.4 Role 
There are two models of corporate governance: the Anglo-American Model (often 
called the external mechanism) and the Continental European Model (often called the 
internal mechanism). Both models aim at achieving the following: 
a. improving internal and external checks and supervision; 
b. deterring and punishing abuse and wrongdoing; 
c. restoring investors’ confidence 
d. maintaining market integrity; and 
e. developing a competitive edge. 
 
 
2.2 The Relationship between Corporate Governance and the Financial Market 
Good corporate governance, complemented by a sound business environment, can 
strengthen private investment, corporate performance and economic growth. 6  In 
particular, it generates the following benefits: 
 
a. Improved corporate market value 
Investors have been found to be willing to pay more for companies with sound 
corporate governance; evidence shows that companies’ market value is positively and 
significantly correlated with their corporate governance indices.7 
 
b. Decreased vulnerability to financial crises 
Compared with other Asian economies, Hong Kong enjoys a significantly higher 
standard of corporate governance.8 This continual emphasis on corporate governance 
has allowed Hong Kong’s economy to perform relatively well throughout the Asian 
financial turmoil.9 
 

                                                
5 Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, ‘Preamble and Part One’ 
in OECD Principles of Corporate Governance, 2004, pp. 11-28. 
6 S Y L Cheung, ‘Corporate Governance in Hong Kong, China: Rising to the Challenge 
of Globalization’ in A Study of Financial Markets, p.2. 
<www.adb.org/documents/books/rising_to_the_challenge/sound_practices/hkcg.pdf> 
7 Y L Cheung, J T Connelly, P Limpaphayom & L Zhou, ‘Do Investors Really Value 
Corporate Governance? Evidence from the Hong Kong Market’ in Journal of 
International Financial Management & Accounting, 18, 2007, pp. 86-122. 
8 Cheung, op. cit., p.2. 
9 K W Ching et al, ‘Corporate Governance in East Asia: The Road Ahead’ in Corporate 
Governance in HKSAR, Pearson/Prentice Hall, 2006. 
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c. Promote market stability 
After the recent financial crisis, individual investors generally lost confidence in the 
financial markets. Corporate disclosure and transparency help investors regain 
confidence in the designated companies and thus contribute to market stability.  
 
In summary, good corporate governance is beneficial to the economy both on the 
micro and macro scale. It is therefore our concern to understand corporate 
governance best practice, and realise the extent of its practicality.  
 
 
3. Best Practice: The Regulatory Framework in Hong Kong 
 
The current corporate governance framework in Hong Kong includes both statutory 
and non-statutory requirements. 
 
3.1 Statutory Requirements 
Statutory corporate governance requirements can be found in the Companies 
Ordinance, Securities and Futures Ordinance, Securities (Disclosure of Interests) 
Ordinance and Securities (Insider Dealing) Ordinance. 
 
3.1.1 Companies Ordinance (Cap. 32) 
The Companies Ordinance is one of the most important statutes in this area. Its 
provisions include the regulation of the establishment, organisation and management 
of companies. It features detailed rules regarding the issuance of shares, holding of 
annual meetings, directors’ duties and shareholders’ remedies.  
 
a. Power of a company 
There are special requirements with respect to a company’s memorandum. 10  A 
company whose objects are stated in its memorandum is not allowed to carry on any 
business that is not authorised by its memorandum.11 This is to ensure that potential 
shareholders and debtors have a reasonable idea of the company’s business nature 
before deciding to invest in it. 
 
b. Prospectus 
A prospectus is a document that describes financial products and which is used by 
potential buyers to facilitate their investment decisions. Whenever there is a public 
offering for shares or debentures, a company must issue a prospectus in compliance 
with the requirements of the Companies Ordinance.12 In particular, the prospectus 
must be published in both Chinese and English;13 it is also unlawful for any person to 
publish by way of advertising any extract from a prospectus.14 
 
 

                                                
10 Section 5, Companies Ordinance (Cap. 32) 
11 Section 5B, Companies Ordinance (Cap. 32) 
12 Section 38, Companies Ordinance (Cap. 32) 
13 ibid 
14 Section 38B, Companies Ordinance (Cap. 32) 
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c. Annual general meeting 
Every company must hold an annual general meeting in addition to any other 
meetings and specify the meeting in the notices calling it.15 Important decisions made 
in such meetings (such as alternations to the company’s memorandum, articles of 
association and class rights) may require approval by a special majority of 
shareholders.16 
 
d. Accounting records 
As accounting records are the most direct source of information used to monitor a 
company’s financial status, a company has a duty to keep proper books of account 
and present its profit/ loss to its members in its annual general meetings.17 
 
e. Director’s duties 
Directors are generally under extensive disclosure obligations. 18  Specifically, any 
director who is interested in a contract with the company is required to disclose his 
material interest to the board of directors.19 He or she is also prohibited from voting at 
a board meeting on the approval of his or her contract with the company.20  
 
f. Shareholders’ rights and remedies 
The Companies Ordinance encourages minority shareholders to enforce their rights, 
complain of any misfeasance against the company and petition for any unfair 
prejudice through legal actions.21 Possible remedies include specific performance and 
injunctions.  
 
3.1.2 Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap. 571) 
The Securities and Futures Ordinance authorises the Securities and Futures 
Commissioner (SFC) to monitor the sales of financial products, the securities and 
futures markets, and the securities and futures industry. The ordinance contains 
special provisions for exchange companies, clearing houses, exchange controllers, 
investor compensation companies and automated trading services. Issuing firms must 
first obtain authorisation from the SFC before selling financial products.  
  
3.1.3 Securities (Disclosure of Interests) Ordinance (Cap. 396) 
The Securities (Disclosure of Interests) Ordinance requires directors, their spouses and 
children, and substantial shareholders (whose holding is more than ten per cent of the 
company’s relevant share capital) to disclose their interest in the listed companies to 
Hong Kong Stock Exchange. It aims at providing a transparent and efficient market for 
listed securities.  
 
 

                                                
15 Section 111, Companies Ordinance (Cap. 32) 
16 Section 13, Companies Ordinance (Cap. 32) 
17 Section 121 – 123, Companies Ordinance (Cap. 32) 
18 Section 161C, Companies Ordinance (Cap. 32) 
19 Section 162, Companies Ordinance (Cap. 32) 
20 Article 86, Table A, Companies Ordinance (Cap. 32) 
21 Section 168B, 168A  
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3.1.4 Securities (Insider Dealing) Ordinance (Cap. 395) 
The Securities (Insider Dealing) Ordinance monitors the use of price-sensitive 
information in securities trading. It aims at ensuring an orderly and disciplined 
securities market in Hong Kong.  
 
 
3.2 Non-statutory Requirements 
The non-statutory corporate governance requirements consist of the Listing Rules and 
the Code of Best Practice.   
 
3.2.1 The Hong Kong Stock Exchange’s Listing Rules  
The Hong Kong Stock Exchange’s Listing Rules aims at strengthening the corporate 
governance of listed companies. It must be noted that the rules are not exhaustive 
and that the Stock Exchange retains significant discretion in the approval of new 
listings.22 The enforcement power of the Listing Rules is shared by the Stock Exchange 
and the SFC. The major rules are as follows:  
 

� Directors are responsible for the management and operations of listed   
companies and are expected to fulfil their fiduciary duties to the best of their 
skill, care, and diligence.  
� At least three non-executive directors must sit on the board of a 
company to ensure its independence and to minimise the influence of majority 
shareholders.23 
� The remuneration of individual directors must be disclosed. 
� Voting by poll is mandatory for all resolutions at shareholders’ 
meetings (as opposed to voting by hand).24 

 
3.2.2 Code of Best Practice (Appendix 14, Stock Exchange Listing Rules) 
Hong Kong is the first city in Asia to produce an official code of best practice. The 
code is short, clear and narrowly focused. It consists of the code provisions and 
recommended best practices. Issuers are expected to comply with the code provisions, 
whereas the recommended best practices are for guidance only. Issuers must state 
whether they have complied with the code provisions for the relevant accounting 
period in their financial reports. The code provisions and the key recommended best 
practices are summarised below: 
 
a. Directors 
It is recommended that at least one-third of the board consists of independent non-
executive directors (INEDs). Furthermore, a nomination committee in which the 
majority of members should be INEDs should be in charge of the nomination 
procedures for members of the board of directors.  
 
 
 

                                                
22 Rules 2.04 of the Listing Rules 
23 Amended in January 2004 
24 Amended in January 2009 
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b. Director’s remuneration 
It is suggested that a significant portion of executive directors’ remuneration be 
linked to the company’s performance. A remuneration committee should be 
established with the majority of members being INEDs. This ensures proper and fair 
remuneration packages for executive directors. 
 
c. Accountability and audit 
All listed companies must establish an audit committee. The audit committee assists 
the board of directors in providing an independent review of the effectiveness of the 
company’s financial reporting process, internal control and risk management system.25 
The audit committee must comprise non-executive directors only and must include at 
least three members. At least one of the members must be an INED who has 
appropriate professional qualifications in accounting or other related financial 
management expertise.  
 
d. Delegation by the board 
The board should prescribe in clear terms to management how to exercise their 
delegated powers. The board committees should also report back to the board on their 
decisions and recommendations.  
 
e. Communication with shareholders 
In order to facilitate communication, the chairman of the board should attend the 
annual general meeting. Notices of general meetings should be sent to shareholders 
at least 21 days before the meeting.  
 
3.2.3 Accounting standards 
The accounting process should subscribe to Hong Kong Financial Reporting Standards 
(HKFRS). These include the Hong Kong Accounting Standards (HKAS), Statements of 
Standard Accounting Practice (SSAPs) and interpretations issued by the Hong Kong 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants. The SSAPs specifies the mandatory 
disclosures required by companies. The other standards are not mandatory but should 
be followed in normal circumstances.  
 
 
4. Practicality: Applying Corporate Governance  
 
4.1 Practical Problems in Hong Kong 
a. Lack of independent management 
In Hong Kong, effective corporate governance depends on the separation of authority 
between the board of directors and the shareholders so that over-concentration and 
the abuse of power on minority shareholders can be minimised.26 Yet, since most listed 

                                                
25  Deloitte HK, ‘Audit and Remuneration Committees’ in Centre for Corporate 
Governance, <www.corpgov.deloitte.com/site/ChinaEng/hk-audit-remuneration-
committees/> 
26 S Y L Cheung, ‘Corporate Governance in Hong Kong, China: Rising to the Challenge 
of Globalization’ in A Study of Financial Markets, 
<www.adb.org/documents/books/rising_to_the_challenge/sound_practices/hkcg.pdf> 
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companies are still dominated by single or family shareholders, the function of 
chairman and chief executive officer are not usually separated in practice.27  
 
For the same reason, it is also difficult to appoint any truly independent non-
executive directors as the controlling parties will always want to appoint INEDs who 
will act in favour of them and thus ensure their continued domination of the board.28 
This compromises the objective of independence in appointing INEDs in a company.  
 
b. Directors’ pay 
Although the amount of any director’s remuneration has to be disclosed, the board in 
general has the power to determine its own remuneration.29 Board members could 
even decide on compensation packages that do not correlate with the company’s 
performance or market valuation; this may be detrimental to the interests of minority 
shareholders.30 
 
c. Lack of an effective disclosure mechanism 
Companies in Hong Kong have adopted the disclosure-based system where investors’ 
interests are intended to be protected through a timely, fair and detailed information 
provision. However, this mechanism is not always enforced since share prices are 
characterised by rapid fluctuations due to insider manipulation and the selective 
disclosure of information by the controlling board members and majority 
shareholders.31  
 
d. Connected transactions 
Related transactions occurring in banks which are not properly monitored may lead to 
high risk exposure in terms of bank lending. In the past, when most local banks in 
Hong Kong were owned by families, reckless lending to connected parties was 
frequent.32  
 
e. Shareholders’ profiles 
In Hong Kong, large institutional investors adopt a passive stance compared with 
Western practice. The majority of individual investors, who are short-term speculators, 
do not actively participate in companies’ affairs. The passive role adopted by investors 
does not encourage companies to disclose their information promptly.  
 
 
 

                                                
27 ibid. 
28  Chapter 6, ‘Corporate Governance in HKSAR,’ in K.W. Ching et al., Corporate 
Governance in East Asia: The Road Ahead (Pearson/Prentice Hall, 2006) 
29 This happens in many Asian countries and the U.S. 
30 S Y L Cheung, ‘Corporate Governance in Hong Kong, China: Rising to the Challenge 
of Globalization’ in A Study of Financial Markets,  
<www.adb.org/documents/books/rising_to_the_challenge/sound_practices/hkcg.pdf> 
31 K W Ching et al, ‘Corporate Governance in East Asia: The Road Ahead’ in Corporate 
Governance in HKSAR, Pearson/Prentice Hall, 2006. 
32 Examples in 1980s and 90s include International Cheerful Holdings 
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4.2 Case Study 1: Esprit Holdings Limited  
 
4.2.1 Facts 
Esprit Holdings Limited (0330) is an international clothing company well known for its 
high corporate governance standards.33 Notably, the company is publicly owned and 
has no controlling shareholder.34 Unlike family-owned businesses, this allows for a 
smaller degree of conflicts of interest. In the early 2000s, when Esprit started to 
incorporate corporate governance measures into its operations, the stock price rose by 
roughly 500 per cent until 2008.   
 
4.2.2 Esprit’s corporate governance measures and their benefits 
Esprit has typically complied with and even gone beyond the Code of Best Practice 
provisions. For example, the company adopted voting by poll in the general meeting as 
early as 2003: this was only required by Rule 13.39(4) from 1 January 2009.35 Such a 
process allows minority shareholders to actively participate in the company’s 
decision-making. 
 
As early as 2001, Esprit adopted a share option scheme for its board of directors, 
directly correlating the company’s market valuation with directors’ remuneration.36 By 
directly pegging the two components, this scheme reduces the conflicts of interest 
between directors and the company’s minority shareholders and allows for a more 
streamlined approach to corporate governance. 
 
4.2.3 Summary 
The above measures initiated and implemented by Esprit are good examples for other 
listed companies to follow. In particular, the share option scheme is a practical way of 
aligning directors’ interests with that of the companies they serve, and should be 
widely adopted. The positive values of the implementation were shown in 
improvements in Esprit’s stock price from 2000 to 2008.  
 

 

 

 

                                                
33 As of June 2010 it has won numerous awards in corporate governance, including the 
6th Corporate Governance Asia Recognitions Awards 2010, and Best Corporate 
Governance in Hong Kong by Finance Asia : Esprit Holdings Limited, ‘Annual Report 
Year Ended 30 June 2010’ in Datamonitor Company Profiles. 12 April 2011, viewed in 
24 August 2011, p. 82,  
<http://site.securities.com/doc.html?pc=HK&doc_id=319306736&auto=1&query=espr
it%3Acorporate%3Agovernance%3A&db=en_1y_d&hlc=zh&range=365&sort_by=Rel
evance> 
34 ibid., p. 78. 
35 ibid., p. 81. 
36 ibid., p. 88. 
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4.3 Case Study 2: Citic Pacific 

4.3.1 Facts 
Citic Pacific ( DFE�G � ) announced on 20 October 2008 that it faced losses of up to 
HK$15.5 billion.37 The company had been aware that it had suffered losses from 
misinvestment in a set of foreign exchange contracts six weeks prior to the 
announcement, but had failed to inform investors of the situation. 
 
The forward contracts (AUD target redemption forward contracts and foreign 
exchange accumulators) were entered as part of an iron-ore mining investment in 
Western Australia. 38  Since the project’s functional currency and cash flow were 
denominated in US dollars, the foreign exchange contracts were expected to hedge 
against any non-US-dollar currency exposure. These contracts, however, had a limited 
profit and an unlimited downside, meaning that there could be colossal losses in the 
case of AUD depreciation.  
 
Citic Pacific’s share price fell by 55.1% within a day of the 20 October announcement, 
and this fall was vigorously investigated by all sides during the ensuing weeks. 
Charges and challenges against Citic Pacific’s self-proclaimed “[commitment] to 
excellent standards of corporate governance and first class business practices”39 are 
summarised in the following section. 
 
4.3.2 Corporate misfeasance  
a. Error in investment decisions and mismanagement  
Citic Pacific’s finance director was largely responsible for entering into the foreign 
exchange contracts. The group’s chairman admitted that while these contracts were 
high-risk and not properly authorised, no fraudulent or illegal activities were 
suspected.40 Nonetheless, the finance director “failed to follow the Group’s hedging 
policy and failed to follow the Group’s set procedure”,41 which drew attention to Citic 
Pacific’s standards of corporate governance. In particular, the requirements of the 
company’s internal risk management procedures were not actually carried out, 
resulting in a lack of oversight in the investment of foreign exchange contracts. 
 
b. Delayed announcement and suspected underhand dealings 
The delay in making the 20 October announcement violated the Listing Rules, which 
require the timely disclosure of price-sensitive information.42 Furthermore, the delay 

                                                
37 Citic Pacific Limited, ‘Profit Warning’ in Citic Pacific Limited. 20 October 2008, 
viewed on 24 August 2011, < www.citicpacific.com/upload/en/20081020-2e.pdf> 
38 S Ko & H Joshi, ‘Corporate Governance at Citic Pacific’ in Harvard Business Review. 
18 June 2009, viewed on 24 August 2011, p. 4, <http://hbr.org/product/corporate-
governance-at-citic-pacific/an/HKU841-PDF-
ENG?Ntt=corporate%2520governance%2520at%2520citic%2520pacific> 
39 ibid., p. 3. 
40 Webb-site.com, ‘Citic Pacific’s Time Bomb’, 20 October 2008,  
<http://webb-site.com/articles/citicbomb.asp> 
41 S Ko & H Joshi, op. cit., p. 5. 
42 ibid., p.5. 
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was deemed unfair to investors involved in any dealings with Citic Pacific during this 
six-week period since they did not know about the potential losses. A media report 
further questioned why “Citic Pacific’s two largest individual shareholders . . . 
frequently raised their stakes before the derivative losses occurred and suddenly 
stopped these moves in early September”.43 In other words, there was suspected insider 
trading. 
 
c. Role of independent directors 
The role of Citic Pacific’s independent directors was challenged. Questions asked 
included why none of the four independent directors urged the company to announce 
the losses immediately. Since Henry Fan, Citic Pacific’s managing director, was also an 
executive director of Hong Kong Stock Exchange, the board should not have been 
ignorant of the Listing Rules.44  
 
4.3.3 Summary 
This case demonstrates a lack of transparency and untimely disclosure of information 
between the directors and the shareholders. The usefulness of INEDs in the company 
was also criticized. Lack of management oversight proved disastrous to Citic Pacific’s 
stock price, and to the interests of the company’s shareholders. Although the incident 
was not a violation of laws, the scandal damaged Citic Pacific’s reputation and 
affected its long-term relationship with its investors. 
 
 
4.4 Case Study 3: PCCW Privatisation  
 
4.4.1 Facts 
An attempt was made in December 2008 to take PCCW private by the company’s two 
majority shareholders: Pacific Century Regional Developments (controlled by Richard 
Li) and China Unicom Group.45 In a heated shareholders’ meeting held in February 
2009 amidst allegations of vote-buying, shareholders approved the PCCW plan, 
allowing its majority shareholders to force out all minority shareholders. 46  This 
privatisation would have allowed PCCW to be delisted from Hong Kong Stock 
Exchange. 
 
4.4.2 The Court of Appeal’s ruling47 
The court would not refuse to sanction a scheme purely because individual 
shareholders objected to it on a commercial basis. However, in this case, evidence 
showed that the independent shareholders had been treated inequitably. Firstly, they 
would be allowed to be bought out at a historically low share price. Secondly, PCCW 

                                                
43 C Huiyin, K Xu & D Wang, ‘Citic Pacific Stung by “Cowboy” Investment’ in Caijing 
Magazine. 31 October 2008, viewed on 24 August 2011, 
<http://english.caijing.com.cn/2008-10-31/110025046.html> 
44 ibid. 
45 M Lee, ‘PCCW Investors Approve Li's $2.05 Billion Buyout Bid’ in Bloomberg, 4 
February 2009. 
46 B Scent, ‘It's outrageous’ in The Standard, 21 April 2009. 
47 Re PCCW Ltd [2009] HKEC 738 
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shares were split on the eve of a shareholder vote on the deal in order to meet a 
headcount requirement and manipulate the outcome. Under the law,48 privatisation by 
scheme of arrangement requires the approval by a majority in number of shareholders 
present and voting either in person or by proxy at the meeting, representing not less 
than three-fourths in value of the shares. The court found that the vote manipulation 
by share splitting was 'a form of dishonesty' and frustrated the legislative intent of 
the dual majority requirements. The court also questioned the rationale of the scheme, 
and said that anyone asking it to sanction a privatisation scheme must show good 
reason for the acquisition and not just rely on shareholders' approval. 
 
4.4.3 Summary 
The PCCW privatisation is clearly a case of abuse of power by the majority on the 
minority. Famous Hong Kong shareholder activist David Webb welcomed the Court of 
Appeal ruling and stated that the ruling was a good day for corporate governance in 
Hong Kong. 49  This is an important case demonstrating the effectiveness of an 
intervention from an external party (in this case the court) on corporate governance. 
It also illustrates the importance of our legal system in regulating misfeasance by 
majority shareholders.   
 
 
5. Recommendations 
 
As stated in section 3.2.1 above, the legislature is currently working on the Securities 
and Futures (Amendment) Bill to legislate the core of the Listing Rules into law. While 
it is important to develop a stronger statue-based framework and continue to work on 
the substantial part of the rules and codes, other ‘soft’ methods must also be 
introduced to facilitate the entire mechanism. The following outlines viable options to 
further the development of corporate governance in Hong Kong.  
 
5.1 Increase the Involvement of INEDs 
Since the situation where individual or family shareholders dominate the management 
remains, the involvement of INEDs must be increased in order to enhance corporate 
governance within companies. It has been found that a number of INEDs have taken 
up too many directorships and professional commitments which might have affected 
their participation and focus on any one company.50 It has been suggested that an 
obvious lack of attention given by INEDs to their duties has been a contributing factor 
to non-compliance.51 The Stock Exchange has proposed to impose a legal cap on the 

                                                
48 Section 166, Companies Ordinance (Cap. 32) 
49 China Daily, ‘HK Court Blocks Li’s PCCW Privatization’ in Chinadaily.com.cn, 22 April 
2009, <www.chinadaily.com.cn/business/2009-04/22/content_7705482.htm>  
50 Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearings Limited, ‘Consultation Paper: On Review of the 
Code on Corporate Governance Practices and Associated Listing Rules’, December 
2010, <www.hkex.com.hk/eng/newsconsul/mktconsul/documents/cp2010124.pdf>  
51  H H Chan, ‘Hong Kong Exchange Sketches Proposal for Corporate Governance 
Facelift’ in Westlaw Business Currents, 18 January 2011,  
<http://blogs.reuters.com/financial-regulatory-forum/2011/01/18/hong-kong-
exchange-sketches-proposal-for-corporate-governance-facelift-westlaw-business/>  
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number of directorships a director can concurrently hold. To compare, independent 
directors can hold up to a maximum of five concurrent independent directorships of 
listed companies in mainland China under PRC law.52 
 
Apart from a legal cap on the number of directorships that INEDs can hold, the quality 
of appointed INEDs should also be ensured. In particular, we suggest that the Code of 
Best Practice should recommend INEDs be different professionals and have 
accumulated years of experience in their related fields. Companies and their boards 
should give appropriate training and support to newly appointed INEDs. In order to 
ensure that non-executive directors act in the best interests of the shareholders, their 
remuneration and attendance at board meetings should be disclosed.   
 
5.2 Introduce the Incentive Disclosure Approach 
The Citic Pacific case discussed above exposed the problems arising from non-
transparency of a company’s investment portfolio. In 2010, a consultation paper 
entitled Proposed Statutory Codification of Certain Requirements to Disclose Price 
Sensitive Information by Listed Corporations53 was published: this outlines ideas for 
tackling the problem. It suggests imposing a statutory obligation on companies to 
disclose to the public “as soon as practicable any inside information that has come to 
the knowledge of the listed corporation” 54  regarding price sensitive information. 
However, difficulties arise when interpreting the phrase “price sensitive information”. 
A director might have acted honestly and exercised reasonable judgment in deciding 
not to disclose the information at one moment only for the information to later be 
found to be of material interest and which should therefore have been disclosed.  
 
In addition to compliance with rules and regulations, we suggest that the government 
should encourage companies by providing them with incentives. For example, the 
government may set up institutions assessing the timeliness and quality of the listed 
companies’ transparency. Awards and prizes can also be presented to companies that 
consistently perform well. This recognition would allow investors to make better 
decisions when investing. 
 
5.3 Align Corporate Governance to Stakeholders’ Benefit 
The argument that good corporate governance correlates with increased market 
valuation is becoming more and more persuasive. Numerous studies have posited a 
positive relationship between transparent corporate governance and a company’s 
future performance.55 56 On a related note, studies have also found that investors are 

                                                
52 ibid. 
53 Financial Services and Treasury Bureau, ‘Proposed Statutory Codification of Certain 
Requirements to Disclose Price Sensitive Information by Listed Corporations’, pp. 1-51. 
<www.fstb.gov.hk/fsb/ppr/consult/doc/psi_conclusion_e.pdf>  
54 ibid., p.5.  
55 Y L Cheung, J T Connelly, P Jiang & P Limpaphayom, ‘Does Corporate Governance 
Predict Future Performance? Evidence from Hong Kong’ in Financial Management, 
Spring 2011, pp. 159-197. 
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more willing to invest in companies with a higher corporate governance score.57  
 
These findings imply that, given a remuneration package that is linked to a company’s 
performance (e.g. profit-bonus, share options, etc.), efficient corporate governance 
benefits shareholders and board directors alike. Under such conditions, the incentives 
of both parties can be pegged together.  
 
It is therefore advisable for minority shareholders, investors and board directors to be 
informed and convinced of the benefits arising from efficient corporate governance. 
While the choice of a governance overhaul remains at the sole discretion of a 
company, educational events like talks, seminars and concern groups can help urge 
company reforms in corporate governance. 
 
Currently, the SFC, HKEx and Hong Kong Government are the three main parties 
regulating a company’s governance. Yet, they are usually concerned with applying 
pressure from top-down, by urging companies to follow the code provisions and best 
practice. By organising educational events which are aimed more at potential minority 
shareholders, pressure for better corporate governance can be applied from the 
bottom-up.  
 
5.4 Promote Shareholders’ Advocacy & Activism 
While the public has become increasingly aware of the need for independent 
monitoring and supervision of a company since the 2008 financial crisis, there are 
relatively few groups that call for better corporate governance. David Webb, a former 
investment banker who founded the Hong Kong Association of Minority Shareholders 
(HAMS), and Mark Mobius, a global investor, are two rare advocates for organised and 
general activism.58  
 
Webb and his associates contribute practically towards corporate governance. Webb-
site.com, for example, is an online initiative that aims at providing “an independent 
commentary on corporate and economic governance”.59 Furthermore, HAMS advocates 
a third-party and public corporate governance index that assesses the level of a 
company’s governance and that would fill the gap between legal prosecution and 
corporate neglect.  
 
However, since a large amount of minority shareholders in Hong Kong are not 
proficient in English, such English-motivated groups may increase the cost of social 
advocacy. Local Cantonese advocacy may be promoted via different channels: 

                                                                                                                                    
56 Y L Cheung, J T Connelly, P Limpaphayom & L Zhou, ‘Do Investors Really Value 
Corporate Governance? Evidence from the Hong Kong Market’ in Journal of 
International Financial Management & Accounting, 18, 2007, pp. 86-122. 
57 ibid. 
58 A Tracy & A Cheung, ‘Sustainable Responsible Investment in Asian Markets: Hong 
Kong’ in ASriA Report, May 2004, viewed on 24 August 2011, p. 17,  
<www.asria.org/publications/lib/country/hongkong.pdf> 
59 D Webb, ‘About Us’ in Webb-site.com, viewed on 23 August 2011. <http://webb-
site.com/pages/aboutus.asp> 
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� In the form of governmental subsidy, e.g. as a subsidized programme 
under SFC’s invest Ed scheme 
� As a partnership with the District Office, i.e. utilising its services like 
the free legal-advice scheme 
 
 

6. Conclusion 
 
While Hong Kong’s goal for more comprehensive, transparent and efficient corporate 
governance is already effected by the various ordinances, codes and best practice, 
there remains a substantial area of corporate governance which cannot be governed 
by ordinances and codes alone. By reviewing recent cases and theories, this essay 
suggests advocacy, legal reforms, and an incentive-based approach as viable options 
to bridge the gap between best practice and the practicality of corporate governance. 
 
In the authors’ opinion, corporate governance stresses the importance of long-term 
sustainability over the short-term profits of a company. As we approach the next 
decade with increasing fluctuations in the global financial market, sound corporate 
governance will safeguard companies and their shareholders against preventable 
losses. 
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Introduction  
 
Hong Kong is internationally renowned for having a unique combination of Chinese 
and Western customs. Indeed, as an international financial centre, Hong Kong 
combines an Asian family-controlled business environment, characterised by high 
family ownership of listed corporations, with an Anglo-Saxon legal and corporate 
governance system. 1  This family-based system results in an overlapping identity 
between companies’ management and their controlling shareholders, presenting a 
specific type of agency problem where family-controlled companies may expropriate 
minority shareholders’ interests.2 Since the presence of independent non-executive 
directors (INEDs) is generally believed to mitigate the agency problem, the corporate 
governance debate in Hong Kong has largely focused on the role of INEDs.3 However, 
whether it is effective in practice hinges on whether the INEDs are truly independent, 
committed and qualified.  
 
This study evaluates the effectiveness of INEDs in achieving good corporate 
governance in listed companies in Hong Kong, through a comparison between best 
practice and practicality. First, it sets out the concepts of corporate governance and 
non-executive directorship. Secondly, it identifies the best practice concerning INEDs 
currently in force in Hong Kong. Thirdly, it analyses the practicality issues when 
enforcing best practice in reality. It concludes by exploring the latest developments 
and recommending both short-term and long-term reforms to non-executive 
directorship to attain good corporate governance.  
 
I. Background 
 
Definition and Importance of Corporate Governance 
 
Corporate governance is generally defined as “the whole system of controls by which 
companies are directed and controlled” 4 . Thus, it inevitably involves “a set of 
relationships between a company’s management, its board, its shareholders and other 
stakeholders” 5 . It aims to increase shareholder value, taking into account the 
legitimate interests of stakeholders, financial control, business and operational risks, 
and reducing the cost of capital. The ultimate goal is to establish a system of direction 
and control which stands the best chance of realising the company’s business 

                                                
1 Cheung, Yan-leung, Connelly, J. Thomas, Limpaphayom, Piman and Zhou, Lynda “Do 
Investors Really Value Corporate Governance? Evidence from the Hong Kong Market” 
Hong Kong Institute for Monetary Research Working Paper No.22/2005, December 
2005, p.1. 
2 Higgs, Derek Review of the Role and Effectiveness of Non-Executive Directors The 
Department of Trade and Industry U.K., 2003, p.ii. 
3 Ibid., p.ii. 
4  Cadbury, A Report of the Committee on the Financial Aspects of Corporate 
Governance, Gee, London, 1992, p.14. 
5  Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development OECD Principles of 
Corporate Governance 2004, p.11. 
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objectives.6 
 
As such, corporate governance is crucial to an economy that relies heavily on financial 
services. First, it benefits the companies. A recent study shows that improving 
corporate governance is correlated with good stock price performance, while falling 
corporate governance is associated with poor stock returns.7  Local research also 
indicates that the market value of Hong Kong listed companies is directly related to 
their corporate governance practices. Accordingly, the better a company’s corporate 
governance practices, the higher its market value.8 
 
Secondly, corporate governance enhances shareholders’ confidence.9 It reduces the 
risk that boards will make self-serving decisions, thus generally raising investor 
confidence. 10  Empirical research shows that companies with better corporate 
governance have higher price-to-book ratios, indicating that investors will pay a 
premium for shares in a well-governed company.11  
 
Thirdly, corporate governance improves the investment infrastructure. An effective 
corporate governance system, within an individual company and across an economy 
as a whole, instills the degree of confidence necessary for the proper functioning of a 
market economy.12 In short, good corporate governance will “improve the confidence 
of domestic investors, reduce the cost of capital, underpin the good functioning of 
financial markets, and ultimately induce more stable sources of financing”13. 
 
Hong Kong largely depends on investment capital. The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong 
(SEHK) has provided many domestic and international companies with the platform to 
obtain capital from a vast pool of international investors.14  Despite its laudable 
financial market, Hong Kong should not be complacent. In 2010, Hong Kong was 
outshone by its regional competitor, Singapore, with respect to investor perceptions 
towards corporate governance practices. Categorised as a marginal decliner, Hong 
Kong has “a long way to go to be truly world standard”. 15  Therefore, to foster 
economic efficiency and growth and maintain Hong Kong’s status as a world financial 
hub, the corporate governance practices of listed companies in Hong Kong should be 
strengthened.16 

                                                
6 Smerdon, Richard A Practical Guide to Corporate Governance Sweet & Maxwell, 
London, 2010, p.4-5. 
7 Crédit Lyonnais Securities Asia Asia-Pacific Markets CG Watch 2010 2010, p.4. 
8 Cheung et. al., op. cit., p.13. 
9 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, op. cit., p.11. 
10  Newell, Roberto and Wilson, Gregory “A Premium for Good Governance” The 
McKinsey Quarterly 2002(3), p.20. 
11 Ibid., p.21. 
12 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, op. cit., p.11. 
13 Ibid., p.13. 
14 Mobius, J. Mark “Corporate Governance in Hong Kong” in Low, Chee Keong (ed.) 
Corporate Governance: An Asia-Pacific Critique Sweet & Maxwell Asia, 2002, p.202. 
15 Crédit Lyonnais Securities Asia Asia-Pacific Markets, op. cit., p.7. 
16 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, op. cit., p.11. 
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Definition and Classification of Directors  
 
The board of directors is one of the main organs of a company, and it is the body 
which assumes the power to manage the company’s affairs. Individual directors are 
the members of the board and, therefore, are officers of the company.17 Under the 
principle of the unitary board, all directors, executive and non-executive, have a 
collective responsibility for the direction of a company’s affairs which is owed to the 
company and its shareholders.18 However, under the concept of separate legal entity, 
directors are the agents of the company and it is the principal, the company, which is 
liable for the company’s decisions. Thus, the directors’ position is peculiar because of 
the great extent of their powers but the limited control they are subject to.19  
 
There are two types of directors. Executive directors usually have a service contract as 
a full-time employee of the company whereas non-executive directors (NEDs) have no 
such service contract. Since NEDs do not hold any office in the company and are not 
obliged to devote their full time to the company’s affairs, they are seen as more 
detached from the company than executive directors.20 However, NEDs may not be 
entirely independent as they may be appointed as nominees for a major shareholder 
or a business partner of the company, its legal advisers or consultants. 21  Thus, 
independent NEDs, who have no interest in the company other than their position as 
NEDs, are the key persons on the board who can monitor management.22  
 
The Rules Governing the Listing of Securities on The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong 
Limited (the Listing Rules) makes the distinction between a NED and an INED. In 
assessing the independence of a NED, the SEHK will take into account a number of 
factors, none of which is necessarily conclusive. Put simply, a NED is independent if he 
or she: 

� Holds less than one per cent of the total issued share capital of the 
company;  

� Has no past or present connections with the company or with persons 
connected with the company; and 

� Has no management function in the company or in any of its   
subsidiaries.23 

                                                
17 Hie, Dennis “Company Law” in Srivastava, D.K. (ed.) Business Law in Hong Kong 
Sweet & Maxwell, 2007, p.443. 
18 The Hong Kong Institute of Chartered Secretaries The Duties and Responsibilities of 
Independent Non-Executive Directors of Hong Kong Main Board Listed Companies 
2006, p.8. 
19 Stott, Vanessa Hong Kong Company Law Longman Hong Kong Education, Hong Kong, 
2008, p.228. 
20 Goo, S.H. and Carver, Anne Corporate Governance: the Hong Kong Debate Sweet & 
Maxwell Asia, Hong Kong, 2003, p.318. 
21 Tsui, Judy and Gul, Ferdinand Consultancy on the Roles and Functions of Audit, 
Nomination and Remuneration Committees in connection with the Corporate 
Governance Review: Final Report 2003, p.i. 
22 Ibid., p.i. 
23 3.13 Main Board Listing Rules; 5.09 Growth Enterprise Market Listing Rules.  
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Importance of INEDs in Hong Kong 
 
In order to examine the role of INEDs, it is important to understand the significance of 
the board, of which INEDs are members. While the exact role of the board varies from 
company to company, it generally serves two major functions. First, it formulates 
overall corporate policy and strategy by advising full-time executives.24 Secondly, it 
acts as a watch-dog to monitor management performance and to protect 
shareholders’ interests. It assesses management’s entrepreneurial skills, its compliance 
with regulatory requirements and financial control mechanisms, so as to ensure that 
the company is operating properly and not acting in a self-serving or unethical 
manner. It should detect and remedy problems by requiring management to adjust its 
strategy and behaviour. It may even have to determine the appointment and removal 
of key executives.25  
 
In order for the board to play its role effectively, the accountability and independence 
of the board must be promoted through the presence of INEDs.26 As INEDs have no 
managerial duties, they are in the position to provide objective assessment and to 
evaluate management in an impartial and detached manner.27 Minority shareholders 
expect INEDs to be the obvious check against potential executive abuse and conflicts 
of interest.28 In addition, many non-executives are or have been engaging in other 
business enterprises, and hence can contribute their expertise, experience and fresh 
perspectives to the deliberation of corporate policy. All in all, as the “custodians of the 
governance process”29, INEDs play an irreplaceable part in aligning the interests of 
managers and shareholders.30  
 
Due to the high concentration of family ownership in Hong Kong listed companies, 
INEDs are highly regarded as the antidote to the issue of majority shareholder 
dominance of the board, although they need an exceptional degree of independence 
to properly serve the monitoring and advising functions.31 In 2004-2005, with an 
average board size of 11.7 members, issuers in Hong Kong have an average of 3.7 
INEDs. 32  Unfortunately, the effectiveness of INEDs is a particularly relevant, yet 
problematic issue in Hong Kong. As INEDs are not truly independent and their quality 
varies, they are not as effective as everyone had hoped them to be. Therefore, to 
ensure that INEDs play a meaningful role, the rules of best practice regarding INEDs 
should be reviewed. 
 

                                                
24 Goo and Carver, op. cit., p.320. 
25 Ibid., p.321. 
26 Low, Chee Keong and Mar, Selwyn “Enhancing the Governance of Public Listed 
Companies in East Asia” in Low, Chee Keong, (ed.) Corporate Governance: An Asia-
Pacific Critique Sweet & Maxwell Asia, 2002, p.601. 
27 Goo and Carver, op. cit., p.321. 
28 Ibid., p.319. 
29 Higgs, op. cit., p.11.  
30 Ibid., p.i. 
31 Goo and Carver, op. cit., p.318. 
32 The Hong Kong Institute of Chartered Secretaries, op. cit., p.18. 
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II. Best Practice for INEDs 
 
The Meaning of “Best Practice” 
 
It is debatable whether we can apply a single set of best practice rules for corporate 
governance universally to all listed companies. However, to achieve clarity for a 
fruitful discussion, this study adopts the Listing Rules, including the Code on 
Corporate Governance Practices33 (the Code), issued by the SEHK, as best practice.  
 
In order to provide a fair and efficient market for the trading of securities, the Listing 
Rules of both the Main Board and the Growth Enterprise Market prescribe the 
requirements for the listing of securities on the SEHK 34 . The consequences of 
breaching the Listing Rules can be drastic. The ultimate sanction is to suspend or 
cancel a listing of the securities of the company in default.35 Other sanctions relevant 
to directors and investors include:36 

� A private reprimand 
� A public censure or criticism 
� Reporting the offender’s conduct to a relevant regulatory body 
� Requiring remedial action in respect of a breach 
� A public statement that a director’s retention of office is prejudicial to 

the interests of investors 
� Preventing dealing in the company’s securities37  

 
In 1993, the SEHK issued guidelines for a code of best practice on corporate 
governance, which has since then been regularly reviewed. The latest Code, 
incorporated into the Listing Rules, came into effect in 2005. It lays out the principles 
of good corporate governance and consists of two tiers of non-mandatory 
recommendations:  

(a) code provisions, and 
(b) recommended best practices.38  

 
The Code adopts a “comply or explain approach”. Issuers are expected to comply with 
the Code’s provisions, but may choose to deviate from them.39  They must state 
whether they have complied with the provisions for the relevant accounting period in 
their interim and annual reports.40 If they choose to deviate from any of the provisions, 
they must give their considered reasons in the reports. As such, while every issuer 

                                                
33 Appendix 14, Main Board Listing Rules; Appendix 15, Growth Enterprise Market 
Listing Rules. 
34 2.01, Main Board Listing Rules; 2.01 Growth Enterprise Market Listing Rules. 
35 2A.08 Main Board Listing Rules; 3.09 Growth Enterprise Market Listing Rules. 
36 Pighills, Nick HK Company Secretary's Toolkit THC Press Ltd, Hong Kong, 2000, p.226. 
37 2A.09 Main Board Listing Rules; 3.10 Growth Enterprise Market Listing Rules.  
38 Appendix 14, Main Board Listing Rules; Appendix 15, Growth Enterprise Market 
Listing Rules. 
39 Ibid. 
40 Ibid. 
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must carefully review each code provision, non-compliance with them does not 
necessarily constitute a breach of the Listing Rules.  
 
Compared to the code provisions, the recommended best practices are some even 
laxer suggestions. They are for guidance only. 41  Issuers are encouraged, but not 
required, to state whether they have complied with them or give considered reasons 
for any deviation.42  
 
III. Practicality Issues of Best Practice for INEDs 
 
As discussed above, INEDs play a pivotal role in upholding corporate governance. The 
Code makes clear the following functions of INEDs: 

� Participating in board meetings of the issuer to bring an independent 
judgment to bear on issues of strategy, policy, performance, accountability, 
resources, key appointments and standards of conduct 

� Taking the lead where potential conflicts of interests arise 
� Serving on the audit, remuneration, nomination and other governance 

committees if invited 
� Scrutinising the issuer’s performance in achieving agreed corporate goals and 

objectives, and monitoring the reporting of performance43 
 
In theory, INEDs act as a counterweight to controlling shareholders and make sure 
that board decisions are made in a fair manner and in the best interest of the 
company. 44  However, the following concerns must be addressed before such a 
mechanism can work effectively. Otherwise, INEDs can only be functional on paper.  
 
 
1. Independence of INEDs 

Due to the prevalence of companies with concentrated family ownership in Hong 
Kong, the management often shares the same identity as the controlling shareholders. 
Thus it is vital for INEDs to embrace a high ethical standard with the ability to act 
objectively on board matters. They need to be independent not only from the 
management but also from the controlling shareholders. Only such independence can 
safeguard the rights of minority shareholders.45 
 
 
 
 

                                                
41 Ibid. 
42 Ibid. 
43 A.5.2, Code on Corporate Governance Practices, Appendix 14, Main Board Listing 
Rules; A.5.2, Code on Corporate Governance Practices, Appendix 15, Growth Enterprise 
Market Listing Rules. 
44 Lee, Kha Loon and Pica, Angela Independent Non-Executive Directors: A Search for 
True Independence in Asia CFA Institute, 2010, p.5.  
45 Ibid, p.3.  
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(i) Number of INEDs on the board 

According to the Code, each issuer must have a minimum of three INEDs on the board 
and the SEHK recommends that INEDs represent at least one-third of the board.46 
Although the recommended best practices are not mandatory, as of August 2010, 79 
per cent of issuers have INEDs representing one-third of their boards.47 The rate seems 
satisfactory but the proportion does not allow INEDs to fully perform their functions, 
particularly when facing potential conflicts of interests. When the board is only one-
third independent, the collective voice of the INEDs is diminished, and so is their value 
to the board.48  
 
Moreover, this number of INEDs is not sufficient to meet the demand for INEDs on 
board committees. There is a wide spread in the number of INEDs on individual boards, 
ranging from 2 to 12.49 Although the average board size is 11.7 members50, if one-third 
of them are INEDs, at most there will only be four INEDs per issuer. As required by the 
Listing Rules, the audit and remuneration committees must have a majority of INEDs 
and be chaired by an INED. If the issuer chooses to follow the recommended best 
practices and establish a nomination committee, the majority of members of this 
committee should be INEDs. 51  As such, all INEDs have to make a huge time 
commitment to the various committees, a huge practical problem.  
 
(ii) Nomination and appointment of INEDs 

While a great deal of emphasis has been put on the number of INEDs, little has been 
mentioned regarding their nomination and appointment. In developed markets like the 
UK and US, nomination committees are widely used to nominate and appoint INEDs.52 
In Hong Kong, this procedure is only a recommended best practice and the small 
number of INEDs on a board may deter issuers from setting up a nomination 
committee. Up to 2008, only half of the listed companies in Hong Kong had 
established a nomination committee. This is far from satisfactory.53 
 
Without a nomination committee, the appointment of INEDs is made by the board. 
Theoretically shareholders have the right to directly nominate directors but investors 

                                                
46 A.3.2, Code on Corporate Governance Practices, Appendix 14, Main Board Listing 
Rules; A.3.2, Code on Corporate Governance Practices, Appendix 15, Growth Enterprise 
Market Listing Rules. 
47 Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited Consultation Paper on Review of the 
Code on Corporate Governance Practices and Associated Listing Rules Hong Kong 
Exchanges and Clearing Limited, Hong Kong, 2010, p.14.  
48 Lee and Pica, op. cit., p.30. 
49 The Hong Kong Institute of Chartered Secretaries, op. cit., p.18. 
50 Ibid. 
51 A.4.4, Code on Corporate Governance Practices, Appendix 14, Main Board Listing 
Rules; A.4.4, Code on Corporate Governance Practices, Appendix 15, Growth Enterprise 
Market Listing Rules. 
52 Lee and Pica, op. cit., p.25.  
53 Ibid., p.30.  
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in Hong Kong are generally reluctant to get involved in the companies’ affairs.54 Even 
if some minority shareholders want to exercise their rights, these nominations are 
likely to fail as the controlling shareholders can always outvote them.55 With only 
three INEDs on the board, or at most one-third of the members representing the 
minority, the independence of the appointed INEDs is highly questionable. Even worse 
many companies keep to the traditional method of recruiting INEDs, which is to 
nominate directors whom the majority shareholders or the chief executive officer 
(CEO) already know. If the company is controlled by a family, the appointment of 
INEDs is likely to be influenced by the management’s close relationship with 
prospective INEDs and the likelihood of their support for the management’s 
philosophy and policies.56 This implies a conflict of interest since the INED has been 
nominated and appointed by the CEO or the majority shareholders but, ironically, 
these are the very people that the INED was hired to monitor.57 
 
Another concern is the quantity and quality of information disclosed about the 
background and qualification of directors standing for election or re-election. The 
Listing Rules mandate issuers to provide brief biographical details of their directors in 
their annual report, the notice of an annual general meeting or the circular to 
shareholders, and in a notice of appointment.58 However, in some annual reports, 
issuers merely described their directors as having “various related experience”. This 
vague description is totally insufficient for the shareholders and other stakeholders to 
understand the strengths and weaknesses of their INEDs.  
 
Besides, there is no objective standard regarding a director’s knowledge, experience, 
meeting attendance and minimal time spent on the issuer’s business.59 There is no 
clear requirement for being an INED except that he or she must have no past or 
present financial or other interest in the business of the company or its subsidiaries. 
The nomination committee or the board enjoys ample flexibility in choosing INEDs, 
possibly at the minority shareholders’ expense.  
 
2. Quality of INEDs 

Many are sceptical about the availability of qualified INEDs in terms of commitment, 
integrity, expertise and experience.  

                                                
54 Wheatley, Martin Corporate Governance – Time to take stock Speech given as the 
Chief Executive Officer of the Securities and Futures Commission Hong Kong in The 
Hong Kong Institute of Company Secretaries Corporate Governance Conference 2006 
on 14 October 2006.   
55 Lee and Pica, op. cit., p.27. 
56  Chen, Charles J. P. and Jaggi, Bikki “Association between Independent Non-
Executive Directors, Family Control and Financial Disclosures in Hong Kong” Journal of 
Accounting and Public Policy Vol. 19 (4-5), Winter 2000, p.287. 
57 Lee and Pica, op. cit., p.26.  
58 Ibid. 
59 Ho, SM Corporate Governance in Hong Kong: Key Problems and Prospects Centre for 
Accounting Disclosure & Corporate Governance, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 
2003, p.34.  
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(i) Time commitment 
 
The proper performance of INEDs’ duties requires much devotion of time and effort. As 
mentioned above, nomination, remuneration and audit committees all require the 
presence of INEDs. When there is a conflict of interest with other directors, the INEDs 
must form an independent board committee to advise shareholders on whether the 
terms of a connected transaction are fair and reasonable.60 More tasks fall on INEDs 
than other directors in order to uphold the corporate governance of the company. 
Nevertheless, INEDs lack motivation as their remuneration is relatively low, 
considering their potentially heavy workload, obligations and liability.61  

Moreover, holding multiple directorships obstructs INEDs from being committed to the 
issuer’s business. The Code states that every director should ensure that he or she can 
give sufficient time and attention to the issuer’s affairs and should not accept the 
appointment if he or she cannot.62 However, the Code does not set a limit on the 
number of directorship that one can hold. Furthermore, a director is not obliged to 
disclose the number and nature of offices he or she holds in public companies or non-
governmental organisations and other significant commitments (this disclosure is only 
recommended best practice).63 This problem is highlighted by the fact that Hong Kong 
Exchanges and Clearing Limited (HKEx) often discovers that an INED may already be 
sitting on multiple boards and has other professional commitments when considering 
initial public offering applications. During disciplinary hearings, directors frequently 
argue that they did not understand or were not aware of the Listing Rules.64 This 
demonstrates that the commitment of INEDs is questionable, jeopardising the purpose 
of the INEDs’ monitoring system. 
 
(ii) Training  

According to the Code, a newly appointed director should undergo “a comprehensive, 
formal and tailored induction” on the first occasion of his or her appointment.65 
Through the induction, it is hoped that the director will have a thorough 
understanding of the company’s operations as well as the applicable legal and 
regulatory framework.66 It is unclear what kind of training INEDs must receive as this 
largely depends on the size and practice of individual companies. In view of their 

                                                
60 Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited, op. cit., p.14. 
61 Goo and Carver, op. cit., p.322. 
62 A.5.3, Code on Corporate Governance Practices, Appendix 14, Main Board Listing 
Rules; A.5.3, Code on Corporate Governance Practices, Appendix 15, Growth Enterprise 
Market Listing Rules. 
63 A.5.6, Code on Corporate Governance Practices, Appendix 14, Main Board Listing 
Rules; A.5.6, Code on Corporate Governance Practices, Appendix 15, Growth Enterprise 
Market Listing Rules. 
64 Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited, op. cit., p.9. 
65 A.5.1, Code on Corporate Governance Practices, Appendix 14, Main Board Listing 
Rules; A.5.1, Code on Corporate Governance Practices, Appendix 15, Growth Enterprise 
Market Listing Rules. 
66 Lee and Pica, op. cit., p.29.  
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important duties, this vague and minimum level of training is insufficient to equip 
them with the necessary skills and knowledge to carry out their duties.  
 
Apart from the mandatory induction programme, the SEHK also encourages all 
directors to participate in continuous professional development but the numbers who 
do so is unknown.67 The lack of formal training hinders the quality of INEDs. Empirical 
research shows that less than 40 per cent of the directors in Hong Kong understand 
their fiduciary duties and legal responsibilities.68 In fact, the role of a director is 
sometimes mixed up with that of a senior manager.69 Besides, without formal training, 
it is hard for the nomination committee, shareholders and other stakeholders to assess 
a potential candidate’s capability. Since it is difficult to locate candidates, Hong Kong 
is criticised as having too small a pool of qualified INEDs.70 It is increasingly common 
for developing markets like Malaysia to adopt professional training and examination 
schemes for candidate directors. China has also started running certificate courses for 
would-be directors.71 Hong Kong, as a prominent player in the global financial arena, 
should work towards nurturing an adequate pool of talent as the market continues to 
expand.72 
 
IV. The Way Forward: Consultation by HKEx and Further Recommendations 
 
HKEx published a consultation paper in December 2010 proposing changes to the 
Code to enhance corporate governance practices among issuers in Hong Kong.73 This 
section discusses the major proposals relating to INEDs put forward by HKEx and 
make recommendations for further reforms in the long run.      
 
1. Independence of INEDs  

(i) Number of INEDs on the board  

HKEx proposed: 

� Upgrading the recommended best practice that INEDs comprise at least 
one-third of the board to a Listing Rule.74 

 
As at 31 August 2010, 79 per cent of issuers have INEDs that constitute at least one-
third of their boards. 75  HKEx proposed to provide a transitional period until 31 
December 2012 for the remaining 21 per cent of issuers to comply with the proposed 

                                                
67 A.5.5, Code on Corporate Governance Practices, Appendix 14, Main Board Listing 
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new rule.76 As the expectations on INEDs increase, issuers must have a sufficient 
number of INEDs to call upon to perform the necessary functions.77 Research suggests 
that there is a positive connection between the proportion of INEDs on boards and the 
comprehensiveness of financial disclosure. The inclusion of INEDs can encourage 
management to disclose more financial information, thus making management more 
accountable.78 
 
Ultimately, the one-third proportion should only be the minimum requirement and a 
new recommended best practice of one half should be introduced. In fact, many 
issuers find it difficult to run their boards properly with the one-third proportion.79 
Thus, the expansion would allow INEDs to play their roles better as a collective and 
ensure there are enough INEDs to exercise collective independence and to share the 
workload of various committees.80 To remain its competitiveness, Hong Kong should 
get into line with international practice. In New York, listed companies are required to 
have a majority of independent directors whereas in the UK, such a requirement is 
under the “comply or explain” regime.81 The rule is not doctrinal but practical in the 
light of the high concentration of ownership, the large number of board committees 
and the greater responsibilities given to INEDs. As nearly 80 per cent of issuers have 
already achieved the minimum requirement of one-third of the board being INEDs, 
setting a new recommended best practice of one half is not overly ambitious.  
 

(ii) Nomination and appointment of INEDs 

HKEx proposed: 

� Upgrading the recommended best practice that the issuer should 
establish a nomination committee and a majority of seats filled by 
INEDs to a code provision82, and 

� Upgrading the recommended best practice encouraging issuers to 
include explanation of their reasons for election and independence of 
an INED in a circular to code provision.83 

 
The independence of INEDs is of utmost importance in maintaining a company’s 
                                                
76 Ibid., p.16.  
77 AIA Group Limited Response to the Consultation Paper on Review of Code on 
Corporate Governance Practices and Associated Listing Rules 2011, viewed on 25 
August 2011, <www.hkex.com.hk/eng/newsconsul/mktconsul/responses/cp201012 
4r.htm>, p.9. 
78 Chen and Jaggi, op. cit., p.287.  
79 Asian Corporate Governance Association Response to the Consultation Paper on 
Review of the Code on Corporate Governance Practices and Associated Listing Rules 
2011, viewed on 25 August 2011, <www.hkex.com.hk/eng/newsconsul/ 
mktconsul/responses/cp2010124r.htm>, p.6.  
80 Lee and Pica, op. cit., p.41.  
81 Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited, op. cit., p.15.  
82 Ibid., p.23. 
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corporate governance, especially for Hong Kong as over 60 per cent of the listed 
companies are family owned or dominated by controlling shareholders.84 A nomination 
committee with a majority of INEDs provides the board with absolute objectivity and 
an impartial view when recruiting and nominating suitable candidates.85  
 
Encouraging issuers to explain their reasons for election and independence is also 
welcomed as it can put greater onus on the issuers to carefully consider the 
nomination and selection of INEDs and explain their decisions to stakeholders.86 Some 
issuers are concerned that such disclosure will only become formalistic but 
shareholders have the right to obtain as much information as possible so as to make 
an informed decision on the appointment of INEDs.87 
 
In the long run, issuers should consider outsourcing the hiring function to professional 
recruiting agencies that recruit globally.88  Replacing hiring personal contacts and 
informal solicitation with a formal and structured recruitment process should greatly 
enhance the independence of INEDs, helping the development of corporate 
governance in Hong Kong.   
 
2. Quality of INEDs   

(i) Time commitment 

HKEx proposed: 

� Adding a new duty as a code provision asking the nomination 
committee to regularly review the time required for a director to 
perform his or her responsibilities to the issuer, and whether he or she is 
spending sufficient time as required  

� Upgrading to a code provision the current recommended best practice 
to encourage directors to inform the board of any changes to their 
significant commitment in a timely manner 

� Imposing a limit on the number of INED positions that an individual 
may hold89 

 
The new duty to review an INED’s time commitment on a regular basis will place an 
extra and unnecessary burden on the nomination committee. On the one hand it is 
almost impossible to ascertain the time required for an INED to perform his or her 
duties as this depends on a number of factors, such as the size and the nature of the 
business. On the other hand it is difficult to audit the actual time each INED spends 

                                                
84 Higgs, op. cit., p.x.   
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on the business and this should not serve as an indicator of his or her contribution to 
the business.90 As a matter of law an INED must devote sufficient time to perform his 
or her duty so it is enough for the nomination committee to review his or her 
performance prior to him or her standing for re-election rather than on an on-going 
basis.91 Otherwise, it will overburden both the nomination committee and the INEDs.  
 
To show that they have sufficient time and attention to deal with individual issuers’ 
affairs, INEDs should demonstrate that they can devote appropriate time and effort to 
each board.92 They should be required to disclose all their commitments to the board 
and make timely notifications so that the nomination committee or the board can 
make the most informed appointment decision. For the number of INED positions one 
can hold, it seems inappropriate to set an absolute limit on INED positions only. 
According to HKEx, only 1.4 per cent of INEDs hold more than five INED positions and 
0.8 per cent hold more than five directorships.93 The figures seemingly suggest that 
the problem of multiple directorships is uncommon in Hong Kong but one should not 
overlook other professional commitments such as being council members of public 
bodies or non-governmental organisations or board members of unlisted companies, 
which also requires a considerable devotion of time and effort. However, whether a 
director can handle the tasks depends on many other factors such as whether he or 
she has retired or is employed full time and the scale of the company or organisation. 
Hence, it is dangerous to set a broad brush limitation. It is more practical to expand 
the current code provision so that an INED should be able to decide if he or she has 
sufficient time to fulfill the commitment.94 Timely disclosure of any changes to their 
significant commitments should be enough for the issuer and other stakeholders’ 
consideration.  
 
(ii) Training  

HKEx proposed: 

� Upgrading the recommended best practice for director’s continuous 
professional development to a code provision 

� Requiring the training to place an appropriate emphasis on the roles,  
functions and duties of a listed company director 

� Requiring directors to receive at least eight hours of training in each 
financial year95  
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Considering the inconsistent quality of INEDs in Hong Kong, it is in the individual 
directors’ and the wider market’s interest that the training requirement be promoted. 
Training enables directors to develop their knowledge and skills so that their 
contribution to the board is best informed and maximised.96 However, to achieve this 
goal, eight hours of training per year is not sufficient. The Hong Kong Institute of 
Directors, the body that represents professional directors in Hong Kong, currently 
requires a minimum of ten hours of training per year and recommends 20 hours per 
year for its members.97 Therefore, the minimum level of required training should be no 
less than ten hours, although it may be scaled down as the directors become more 
experienced.98 Moreover, the amount of training received should be disclosed to the 
nomination committee and the chairman of the board when assessing the INEDs’ 
performance.99 

Newly appointed directors are most likely to be unclear about their roles and 
responsibilities. A number of developed markets require intensive training for newly 
appointed directors. In the UK, new directors are required to receive a full, formal and 
tailored induction on joining the board. Similarly, in Singapore, every director is 
compelled to receive appropriate training when he or she is first appointed to the 
board.100 Therefore HKEx, as the frontline regulator of the stock market, should play a 
more proactive role in ascertaining that directors, especially first-time directors, 
display the necessary skills and mindset.101 It should provide more guidelines and 
facilities for the directors’ induction programme.  

 

Regarding the content of the training, a broad range of learning activities should be 
allowed. The emphasis should be on substance rather than on form, with a balance of 
external and internal training.102 As directors, including INEDs, need to keep abreast of 
new developments in the law and regulations to ensure the company’ compliance, 
regulators should facilitate more training on these matters. Internal training arranged 
by the company itself and related business should provide company-specific and 
business information accordingly.103 

If all the above recommendations are adopted, the unwelcome immediate result may 
be a shortage of INEDs. As more INEDs are needed on the board and everyone is 
encouraged to take up fewer directorships, the demand for INEDs increases. 
Nonetheless, the increase in the workload and training may discourage suitable 
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people from becoming INEDs. Therefore, a short-term measure would be to sustain 
the trend of increasing remuneration for INEDs to provide monetary incentives for 
their commitment.104 In the long run, the market should seek to maintain a pool of 
INED candidates through a regional directors’ certification programme.105 A well-
recognised formal certification should build a strong, educated and qualified pool of 
directors for issuers to identify the best candidates. Rather than being a mandatory 
licence that every director needs, this programme will add to the credibility of a 
director. If the programme is accepted by directors, encouraged by investors and 
advocated by regulators, then over time directors will gain a better understanding of 
their roles and responsibilities. This will strengthen the ethical practice of directors, 
improve the effectiveness of INEDs and the director community in general, and 
ultimately benefit investors.106 

 
V. Conclusion 
 
It is undesirable, if not impossible, to formulate one rigid set of rules as the best 
corporate governance practice for Hong Kong. Best practice evolves over time and 
varies among companies. To succeed in a competitive environment, a company must 
have the capacity to develop new ideas, take risks and alter strategies responsively to 
changes in the business climate.107 However, companies should never be allowed to 
abuse the system for their self-serving goals. The key is to strike a delicate balance 
between flexibility and monitoring.  
 
Best practice at present, which represents the minimum standard required, is 
insufficient to meet the increasing expectations of the objectivity and accountability 
of INEDs. If the above reforms are carried out, in practice INEDs will be more 
independent, better trained and better qualified to realise their mission, resulting in a 
more effective system of independent non-executive directorship. 
 
It is important, however, to note that reform to the independent non-executive 
directorship system is not a panacea for all corporate issues. Therefore, as the Code 
states, issuers may also devise their own code on corporate governance practices on 
such terms as they may consider appropriate.108 A good corporate governance regime 
leaves issuers with room for flexibility and allows adjustment according to each 
issuer’s circumstances. After all, all market participants, including but not limited to 
companies, directors and investors, should beware of their own actions. Eventually, all 
these innovations will lead to a corporate governance culture with which Hong Kong’s 
financial market will prosper. 
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The top six teams were invited to present their papers on 22 October 2011 and compete 
for the Best Presenter Award. 
 
Six Finalist teams are listed as follows:  
 
1. Au Yuan Ting Wendy and Lam Chun Yu Charlie  

University of Hong Kong 
 

2. Fung Ka Lun, Lee Pui Kan and Tam Kai Yuen 
City University of Hong Kong 
 

3. Shum Sin Yu Sanyi and Ng Ling Ling 
Chinese University of Hong Kong 
 

4. Wong Kwong Fat, Lui Yiu Lim and Leung Wing Yan 
Hong Kong Baptist University 
 

5. Chu Mei Po Mabel, Lee Wing Yin Karen and Kong Wan Yee Satrina 
City University of Hong Kong 
 

6. Ng Ka Cheung Tom and Leung Pui Ka Carmen 
University of Hong Kong 

 

HKICS  
Corporate Governance Paper Presentation Competition  

22 October 2011 
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HKICS Corporate Governance Paper Presentation 2011 Awardees 
 

Best Presenter Award 
Ng Ka Cheung Tom and Leung Pui Ka Carmen 

University of Hong Kong 
 

First Runner up 
Shum Sin Yu Sanyi and Ng Ling Ling – Chinese University of Hong Kong 

 
Second Runner up 

Au Yuan Ting Wendy and Lam Chun Yu Charlie– University of Hong Kong 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Mr. Ivan Tam FCIS FCS presenting the award to the 
Best Presentation team 

Ms. Tracy Sin FCIS FCS (PE) presenting the 
award to the First Runner up team 

   Dr. Paul Mok FCIS FCS presenting the 
award to the Second Runner up team 
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Group photo of the judges, reviewer, sponsor and the six participating teams 

Ms. Candy Wong, Director – Education & Examinations, HKICS, presenting the certificates to the 
participating teams Kong Wan Yee Satrina, Chu Mei Po Mabel and Lee Wing Yin Karen (Left team) and 
Lee Pui Kan, Fung Ka Lun and Tam Kai Yuen (Right Team).  Both teams are from the City University of 
Hong Kong. 

Judges of the Paper Presentation Competition: 
Ms. Tracy Sin FCIS FCS (PE) (Left), Mr. Ivan Tam FCIS FCS (Middle) and Dr. Paul Mok FCIS FCS (Right)  
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Ms. Tracy Sin FCIS FCS (PE) 
Company Secretary 

Pacific Can Developments (H.K.) Co. Limited 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Mr. Ivan Tam FCIS FCS 
Deputy General Manager 

Chevalier Group 

Dr. Paul Mok FCIS FCS 
Group Financial Controller 

Orient Overseas (International) Limited 

Dr. Eva Chan FCIS FCS (PE) 
Head of Investor Relations 
CC Land Holdings Limited 

Dr. Mark Ng 
Assistant Professor 

Department of Business Administration 
Hong Kong Shue Yan University 

Ms. Anita Tse 
Human Resources Manager 

Tricor Services Limited 
(Sponsor representative) 

Mr. Phillip Baldwin, HKICS Chief Executive, presenting the souvenirs to the judges, reviewer and 
sponsor of the Corporate Governance Paper Competition and Presentation Award 2011 in appreciation 
of their support. 
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